### ORDER OF PLAY - Sunday, 16 February 2020

#### CHANTEREYNE

**Matches Start At:** 2:15 pm

1. **DOUBLES EXHIBITION**
   - with A.ROBBE & A.SIDORENKO

   **Not Before:** 3:20 pm

2. **SINGLES FINAL**
   - Roman SAFIULLIN (RUS) vs Roberto MARCORA (ITA) [2]

   **followed by**

3. **DOUBLES FINAL**
   - After Short Rest
   - [Alt] Pavel KOTOV (RUS)
   - Roman SAFIULLIN (RUS) vs [WC] Dan ADDED (FRA)
   - Albano OLIVETTI (FRA)

---

**Alain THIEBOT**
Tournament Director

15 February 2020 at 18:40
Order of Play released

**Stephane CRETOIS**
Challenger Supervisor

**Mikelig ROUDAUT**
Referee

ANY MATCH ON ANY COURT MAY BE MOVED
MATCHES WILL BE OFFICIALLY CALLED FROM THE PLAYERS' LOUNGE & LOCKER-ROOM